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Abstract. Automated pathology segmentation remains a valuable diagnostic tool in clinical practice. However, collecting training data is
challenging. Semi-supervised approaches by combining labelled and unlabelled data can offer a solution to data scarcity. An approach to semisupervised learning relies on reconstruction objectives (as self-supervision
objectives) that learns in a joint fashion suitable representations for the
task. Here, we propose Anatomy-Pathology Disentanglement Network
(APD-Net), a pathology segmentation model that attempts to learn
jointly for the first time: disentanglement of anatomy, modality, and
pathology. The model is trained in a semi-supervised fashion with new
reconstruction losses directly aiming to improve pathology segmentation with limited annotations. In addition, a joint optimization strategy
is proposed to fully take advantage of the available annotations. We
evaluate our methods with two private cardiac infarction segmentation
datasets with LGE-MRI scans. APD-Net can perform pathology segmentation with few annotations, maintain performance with different
amounts of supervision, and outperform related deep learning methods.
Keywords: pathology segmentation · disentangled representations · semisupervised learning
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Introduction

Deep learning models for automated segmentation of pathological regions from
medical images can provide valuable assistance to clinicians. However, such models require a considerable amount of annotated data to train, which may not be
easy to obtain. Pathology annotation (as opposed to anatomical), relies also on
carefully detecting normal tissue areas for direct comparison. It is therefore appealing to train pathology segmentors by combining the available annotated data
with larger numbers of unlabeled images in a semi-supervised learning scheme.
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A typical strategy to segment pathology is to first locate the affected anatomy,
e.g. the myocardium for cardiac infarction [9], and use the detected anatomy
to guide the pathology prediction. However, since anatomical annotations are
not always available, recent methods cascade two networks: one segments the
anatomy of interest, and the second one segments the pathology [10,11,14].
Although these methods achieve accurate segmentation, they are typically
fully supervised and sensitive annotations numbers, as seen in our experimental
results specified in Sec. 4. Semi-supervised learning is promising to solve the issue
by engaging unlabelled images. Recently, disentangled representations, i.e. structured latent spaces that are shared between labeled and unlabeled data, have
provided a solution to semi-supervised learning [3,6]. These methods typically
use specialized encoders to separate anatomy (a spatial tensor) and imaging
information (a vector encoding image appearance) in medical image applications [3], while they involve unlabeled data through reconstruction losses.
In this paper, inspired by [3], we propose the Anatomy-Pathology Disentanglement Network (APD-Net). APD-Net constructs a space of anatomy (a spatial tensor), modality (a vector), and pathology (a spatial tensor) latent factors.
Pathology is obtained by an encoder, which segments the pathology conditioned
on both the image and the predicted anatomy mask. We focus on segmenting myocardial infarct, a challenging task due to its size, irregular shape and
random location. APD-Net is optimized with several objectives. Among others,
we introduce a novel ratio-based triplet loss to encourage the reconstruction
of the pathology region by taking advantage of the pathology factor. In addition, the use of reconstruction losses, that are made possible with disentangled
representations [3], makes APD-Net suitable for semi-supervised learning. Finally, we train with both predicted and real anatomy and pathology masks (in
a Teacher-Forcing strategy [19]) to further improve performance. Our major
contributions are summarized as follows:
– We propose a method for disentangled representations of anatomy, modality,
and pathology;
– The disentanglement is encouraged with a novel ratio-based triplet loss;
– We also proposed the Teacher-Forcing training regime combining different
scenarios of real and predicted inputs to make full use of available annotations during optimization;
– APD-Net improves the Dice score of state-of-the-art benchmarks on two
private datasets for cardiac infarction segmentation when limited supervision
is present, whilst maintaining performance in the full annotation setting.

2

Related work

Pathology Segmentation: A classical approach to segment pathology is by
cascading organ segmentation before segmenting the pathological region. These
two segmentors can be trained separately [10], or jointly [11,14]. In contrast to
anatomy, pathology is small in sizes and irregular in shapes; thus, shape priors
cannot be used. To train models when masks are small, the Tversky loss [15,14]
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or similarly the focal loss in [1] have been proposed. Our proposed model also
cascades two segmentations, by using the initial anatomy prediction to guide the
subsequent pathology segmentation. However, we achieve this using disentangled
representations to enable semi-supervised learning.
Disentangled representations. The idea of disentangled representations is to
decompose the latent space into domain-invariant spatial content latent factors
(known as anatomy in medical imaging) and domain-related vector style ones
(here referred to as modality) [6,12]. In medical image analysis, images are disentangled in anatomical and imaging factors for the purpose of semi-supervised
segmentation [3], image registration [12], and classification [18]. Image reconstruction for semi-supervised segmentation was also investigated in [5] with a
simpler disentanglement of the foreground (predicted anatomy masks) and the
remaining background. However, less effort has been placed on disentangling
pathology. Some pioneering studies were conducted in [20], treating brain lesion
segmentations as a pathology factor to synthesise pseudo-healthy images. In this
paper, we also adopt a segmentation of pathology as a latent factor and combine
it with disentangled anatomy and modality [3], which enables the image reconstruction task for semi-supervised learning. While we are inspired by others [20]
who consider anatomy and pathology factors independently. This work is the
first to learn them in a joint fashion.

3

Methodology

This section presents the APD-Net model. We first introduce relevant notations.
Then, we specify disentanglement properties (Sec. 3.1), detail the model architecture (Sec. 3.2), and finally present the learning objectives (Sec. 3.3) with the
joint training strategy depending on the different input scenarios (Sec. 3.4).
Notation: Let X, Yana , Ypat be sets of volume slices, and the associated anatomy
and pathology masks, respectively. Let i be a sample. We assume a fully labeled
i
i
i
∈ Yana :=
}, where xi ∈ X ⊂ RH× W ×1 , yana
, ypat
pathology subset {xi , yana
H×W ×K
H×W ×N
i
. N and K denote the number
{0, 1}
, and ypat ∈ Ypat := {0, 1}
of anatomy, and pathology masks respectively. H and W are the image height
and width. When Ypat = ∅, it degrades to an unlabeled pathology set.8 Both
anatomy and pathology sets are involved in a semi-supervised fashion to segment
pathology. This is achieved by learning a mapping function f that estimates
i
i
anatomy and pathology given an image xi , i.e. {ŷana
, ŷpat
} = f (xi ).
3.1

Pathology Disentanglement

The main idea of APD-Net is to take an input image and decompose it into latent
factors that relate to anatomy, pathology and image appearance (modality).
This will allow inference of anatomical and pathology segmentations, whereas
8

We only consider unlabeled pathology, assuming anatomy masks are available during
training. Partial anatomy annotation is out of the scope of this paper.
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Fig. 1. Visualising the disentanglement of the spatial (and binary) anatomy and pathology factors for a LGE-MRI slice.

the disentanglement of the image appearance will enable image reconstruction
that is critical to enable training with unlabeled images and semi-supervised
learning. Herein we consider C = 8 channels of anatomy factors and nz = 8 for
modality factors as in [3], and K = 1 (myocardial infarct). si and pi are obtained
by softmax and sigmoid output activations respectively. They are then binarised
(per-channel) by si − > [si + 0.5] and pi − > [pi + 0.5], such that each pixel
corresponds to exactly one channel. This binarisation encourages the produced
anatomy factor to be modality-invariant. Finally, as in [3] gradients are bypassed
in the backward pass to enable back-propagation.
Fig. 1 illustrates predicted anatomy and pathology factors for a cardiac infarct example. We make an intuitive distinction between the two factors in that
the former only refers to healthy anatomical regions. Therefore, there is an overlap between the pathology factor and one or more anatomy channels. In this
example (Fig. 1), the pathology (infarct in the green box) is spatially correlated
with the myocardial channel (red box). Encoding pathology in the anatomy
factor (i.e. entanglement of these two) is prevented, both through architecture
design and with relevant losses. This will be detailed in the following sections.
3.2

APD-Net Architecture

APD-Net, depicted in Fig. 2, adopts modules from SD-Net [3] including anatomy
Encana and modality Encmod encoders, anatomy segmentor Segana , and decoder
i
, and the reconstructed image x̂i .
Dec. They give si , z i , the anatomy mask ŷana
We introduce a pathology encoder Encpat following the U-Net [13] architeci
ture. Given channel-wise concatenated xi and ŷana
, Encpat produces pi .9 Thus,
APD-Net structurally resembles the cascaded segmentation scheme [11], enabling
Encpat to focus on specific regions to locate the pathological tissue.
Finally, the image decoder receives the concatenation of si , pi , and z i to
reconstruct image x̂i , enabling unsupervised training. With nulled pathology
pi0 = 0 (all elements are zero), a pseudo-healthy image (x̂i0 ) is obtained [20].
3.3

Individual Training Losses

APD-Net is jointly trained with losses including new supervised, unsupervised,
and objectives selected from [3,4] for the task of pathology segmentation.
9

i
Note that pi is the same as ŷpat
, i.e. the predicted pathology mask. We use pi for
i
disentanglement and image reconstruction, and ŷpat
for pathology segmentation.
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Pathology Encoder
Encpat([xi, Segana(si)])
Predicted Anatomy
i
Masks y^ ana
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Reconstructed
Image x^ i

Anatomy Segmentor
Segana(si)
Input Image xi

Pathology Factor pi
or Predicted Pathology
i
Mask: y^ pat

Anatomy Encoder
Encana(xi)
Anatomy Factor si

Modality Encoder
Encmod([xi,si,pi])

Decoder
Dec([si,pi],zi)

Modality Factor: zi
[0.1,0.7, ...]

Fig. 2. Schematic of APD-Net. An image is encoded to anatomy factors using Encana ,
and segmented with Segana to produce anatomical segmentation masks (in this case the
myocardium and left ventricle). Combined with the input, the anatomy segmentation is
used to segment the pathology with Encpat . Finally, given the anatomy, the pathology,
and the modality factors from EncM od , the decoder reconstructs the input.

Pathology Supervised Losses: Pathology manifests in various shapes. Thus,
using a mask discriminator as a shape prior [2] is not advised. In addition, pathology covers a small portion of the image leading to class imbalance between the
foreground and background. To address these shortcomings, inspired by [14,17],
we combine Tversky10 [15] and focal loss [8]. The Tversky loss is defined as foli
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
−
) + β · (ypat
ypat
− ŷpat
+ (1 − β) · (ŷpat
+ ypat
)/[ŷpat
ypat
lows: `patT = (ŷpat
i
i
)], where represents the element-wise multiplication. The focal loss
ypat
ŷpat
P
i
i
i
)].
)γ log(ŷpat
is defined as `patF = H,W [−ypat
(1 − ŷpat
Pathology-Masked Image Reconstruction Loss: Typically image reconstruction is achieved by minimising the `1 or `2 loss between xi and x̂i . However,
due to the size imbalance between pathological and healthy regions, conventional full image reconstruction may ignore (average out) the pathology region.
A simple, but effective solution, is to measure reconstruction performance on the
pathology region by using the real pathologyPmask. This is implemented by a
λpat
1
i
i
i
masked reconstruction `1 loss: `M = H×W
H,W,C ( λana ·ypat +1)·kx − x̂ k1 .
×C
i
11
1 denotes a matrix with ypat dimensions, where all elements are ones.
Ratio-based Triplet Loss: However, this may not be adequate for accurate
pathology reconstruction. We therefore penalise the model when pathology is
possibly ignored by adopting a contrastive Triplet loss [16]. This is defined as
max(m + dpos − dneg , 0), and minimizes the inter-class distance (dpos ) compared
to the intra-class (dneg ) in deep feature space based on a margin (m). We gen10
11

The Dice loss can be seen as a special case of the Tversky loss [15] when β = 0.5.
The 1 matrix is added to ensure that no zero elements are multiplied with kxi − x̂i k1 .
Also, if λpat = 1, the loss reduces to the `1 loss.
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erate pseudo-healthy images as negative examples, x̂i0 = Dec(si , pi0 , z i ), obtained
by nulling the pathology factor, i.e. pi0 . The deep features are calculated as a
new output attached to the penultimate layer of a reconstruction discriminator
(inherent from the SD-Net [4] for adversarial loss on x̂i ) for the decoder output
(denoted as T ). By choosing T (x̂i ) as the anchor [16], positive and negative distances are calculated as dpos = kT (x̂i ) − T (xi )k22 and dneg = kT (x̂i ) − T (x̂i0 )k22
respectively with corresponding samples T (xi ) and T (x̂i0 ).
In practice, choosing a proper m value is challenging [21], particularly when
the difference between the positive and the negative samples only lies in the
small pathology region, e.g. in the cardiac infarction of Fig. 1. This will lead
to an extremely small difference. Instead of optimizing the absolute margin m,
we propose to alternatively minimize the Ratio-based triple loss (RT) defined
dpos
− 1, 0). The hyper-parameter r represents the relative
as `RT = max(r + dneg
margin that the positive should be closer to the anchor than the negative.
SD-Net Losses: We adopt optimization objectives from SD-Net [3] and its
multi-modal extension [4] to the proposed framework. Specifically, the anatomy
supervision Dice loss, the modality factor KL divergence, and the factor reconstruction loss are inherent from [3], while the adversarial loss on x̂i is brought
from [4]. We refer SD-Net losses as `SDN et .
3.4

Joint Optimization with Teacher-Forcing Training Strategy

A critical issue in cascaded architectures is that initial segmentation errors propagate and directly affect the second prediction. This should be taken into account
particularly during training. We thus adopt the Teaching-Forcing strategy [19],
originally applied in RNNs by engaging real rather than predicted labels.
i
, modalIn APD-Net, this strategy is applied on pathology segmentation ŷpat
i
ity factor estimation z , and reconstruction x̂i , which depend on real or predicted
i
can be estimated usanatomy and pathology segmentations. Specifically, ŷpat
i
i
ing predicted anatomy masks, ŷpat = Encpat ([x , Segana (Encana (xi ))]), or real
i
i
masks ŷpat
= Encpat ([xi , yana
]). Subsequently, the modality factor can be proi
]), or
duced by the predicted pathology mask, z i = Encmod ([xi , Encana (xi ), ŷpat
i
i
i
i
the real pathology mask, z = Encmod ([x , Encana (x ), ypat ]). Finally, real or prei
], z i )
dicted pathology contributes to reconstruction, x̂i = Dec([Encana (xi ), ypat
i
and x̂i = Dec([Encana (xi ), ŷpat
], z i ), respectively.
We term the losses that involve the predicted, real anatomy mask, and real
pathology mask as `P A , `RA , and `RP respectively. We redefine each loss as a
weighted sum ` = λP A `P A + λRA `RA + λRP `RP , where λP A , λRA , and λRP are
relative weights, and ` ∈ {`z , `RT , `adv , `M , `KL }. Finally, the full objective is
given by `AP D−N et = λpatT `patT + λpatF `patF + λRT `RT + λM `M + `SDN et .

4

Experiments

We evaluate APD-Net on pathology segmentation using the Dice score. Experimental setup, datasets, benchmarks, and training details will be detailed below.
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Table 1. Performance evaluation for Data1 and Data2. We report test Dice scores (with
standard deviation in subscript calculated by summarizing all the involved volumes)
on infarct segmentation with varying infarct supervision (% infarct).
Dataset - % infarct U-Net (unmasked) Cascaded U-Net
Data1 -13%
5.48.1
36.217.9
Data1 -25%
6.58.4
39.415.6
Data1 -50%
26.213.8
37.113.8
Data1 -100%
34.615.3
36.417.9
Data2 -13%
11.524.4
25.623.9
Data2 -25%
36.929.7
35.823.4
Data2 -50%
15.014.5
34.424.2
16.516.2
33.416.4
Data2 -100%

APD-Net U-Net (masked)
45.314.4
57.313.5
46.412.8
57.313.2
46.711.5
66.49.0
47.417.0
65.610.3
40.027.0
21.525.6
40.526.7
46.725.6
38.417.0
49.826.4
38.915.9
45.728.1

Data: We use two private cardiac LGE datasets acquired at the Biomedical
Imaging Research Institute of the Cedars-Sinai Medical Center (Data1 ) and
the Center for Cardiovascular Science of the University of Edinburgh (Data2 ),
which have been approved by data ethics committees of the respective providers.
Both datasets contain annotations of the myocardium and myocardial infarct.
Data1 involves 45 subjects (36 used for training) and 224×224 dimension. Data2
consists of 26 (mixed healthy and pathology) subjects (20 used for training), and
192 × 192 dimension.
Benchmarks: We compare APD-Net with three benchmarks on infarct segmentation. U-Net (masked): A U-Net trained on images xi masked by the ground
i
[9]. Masking here facilitates training, reducing the
truth myocardium mask yana
task to finding only infarcted myocardial pixels. U-Net (unmasked): The U-Net
is trained on images xi without masking. This is more challenging since now
the U-Net implicitly has to find infarct pixels from the whole image. Cascaded
U-Net [11]: this trains one U-Net to segment the myocardium (with 100% supervision) and another to segment the infarct after masking the input image with
the predicted myocardium (varying the number of available annotations).12
Training details: Training penalties are set to: λpatT =1, λpatF =1.5, λRT =1,
λM =3. Weights for different optimization scenarios are: λP A =1, λRA =0.7, and
λRP =0.5. The relative margin for `RT is r=0.3. Other hyper-parameters include
β=0.7 in `patT , γ=2 in `patF , and the SD-Net weights defined in [3]. Due to
the small data size, we do not specify validation sets. All models are trained for
fixed 100 epochs, and results reported below contain averaged Dice scores and
standard deviation on test data of two different splits.13

12

13

U-Net (masked / unmasked) and Cascaded U-Net are optimized with full supervision
using Tversky and focal losses, and penalized as defined in the Training details.
In reality, U-Net (masked) is not a good choice since manual myocardial annotations
are not always available at inference time.
Code will be available at https://github.com/falconjhc/APD-Net shortly.
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Fig. 3. Segmentation examples from Data2. The two panels show a good and failure
infarct segmentation case. For each sample, the left image shows the input, and the
next two overlay real and predicted myocardium and infarct respectively.

4.1

Results and Discussion

Semi-supervised Pathology Segmentation: We evaluate the APD-Net performance in a semi-supervised experiment by altering the pathology supervision
percentage, as seen in Table 1 respectively for the two datasets. For clarity we
omit anatomy segmentation results, which are approximately 78% for both Cascaded U-Net and the proposed APD-Net for Data1 and 64% for Data2.
Infarct segmentation is a challenging task, and thus all results of Data1 and
Data2 present relatively high standard deviation, in agreement with previous
literature [7]. In Data1, APD-Net consistently improves the Dice score of infarct
prediction for all amounts of supervision, compared with both the Cascaded UNet and the U-Net (unmasked). Furthermore, the performance of APD-Net on
small amounts of pathology labels is equivalent to the fully supervised setting.
Segmenting pathology in Data2 is harder, as evidenced by the lower mean and
higher standard deviation obtained from all methods. This could be due to the
supervised methods overfitting to the smaller dataset size. APD-Net, however,
overcomes this issue with semi-supervised training, and outperforms the U-Net
(masked) at 13% annotations. While at 100% annotations, APD-Net achieves
the equivalent Dice as 13 % but reduces the standard deviation. More importantly, APD-Net outperforms the Cascaded U-Net in all setups demonstrating
the benefit of image reconstruction (see also ablation studies later). Examples
of correct and unsuccessful segmentations from APD-Net can be seen in Fig. 3,
where the existence of sparsely-distributed annotations (right panel of Fig. 3)
negatively affects supervised training.
Ablation Studies: We evaluate the effects of critical components including the
pathology-masked image reconstruction, disentanglement, teacher-forcing, and
the ratio-based triplet loss with 13% and 100% infarct annotations on Data1.
To evaluate disentanglement, we remove the modality encoder, and allow the
anatomy factor to encode continuous values, si ∈ [0, 1]H×W ×C . The results presented in Table 2 show that canceling any of the ablated components hurts
segmentation (except for the masked reconstruction, which at 100% performs
as the proposed APD-Net). In particular, reducing annotations at 13% further
decreases performance of the ablated models.
Fig. 4 depicts the effects the disentangled pathology factor on the reconstructed image. Arrows indicate the infarct region, evident when using either
the real or predicted pathology to reconstruct the image. In contrast, the infarct
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Table 2. Ablation studies on Data1 on two infarct annotation levels (% infarct): no
mask reconstruction (λM = 0); no disentanglement (w.o. Disent.); no teacher-forcing
strategy (λRA = λRP = 0); and no ratio-based triplet loss (λRT = 0).
% annotations λM = 0 w.o. Disent. λRA = λRP = 0 λRT = 0 APD-Net (proposed)
13%
41.415.2
14.98.3
40.712.4
38.814.9
45.314.4
100%
47.715.9 18.416.6
44.512.9
40.310.7
47.417.0
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction visualizations with real, predicted pathology masks, and
pseudo-healthy. White arrows point at infarct regions.

is missing when the pathology factor is nulled pi0 , producing a pseudo-healthy
image. Qualitatively, the synthetic image of the proposed APD-Net is similar to
the one presented in [3]. The difference between the reconstructed and pseudohealthy images is driven by the pathology factor. It is enhanced by the ratio
based triplet loss that is essential for the desired pathology disentanglement.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed the Anatomy Pathology Disentanglement Network
(APD-Net) disentangling the latent space into anatomy, modality, and pathology
factors. Trained in a semi-supervised scenario with reconstruction losses enabled
by disentangled representation learning and joint optimization losses, APD-Net
is capable of segmenting the pathology region effectively when partial pathology
annotations are available. APD-Net has shown promising results in pathology
segmentation using partial annotations and improved performance compared to
other related baselines in the literature.
However, APD-Net still follows the cascaded pathology segmentation strategy that can propagate errors from the first to the second segmentation, which is
not solved fundamentally even with the Teacher-Forcing. Diseases that deform
the anatomical structure (e.g., brain tumour) cannot be predicted by cascading.
In addition, we only tested the proposed APD-Net in myocardial infarct, where
the pathology manifests as high-intensity regions within the myocardium. As
future work, we aim to explore direct pathology segmentation methods without
predicting the relevant anatomy. Meanwhile, we plan to investigate extensions
of the current APD-Net that are more general and do not restrict to myocardial
infarct, while also engaging multi-modal images that would offer complementary
anatomical information. Finally, we will test our method on public datasets with
more examples to further validate pathology segmentation performance.
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